A program is described to determine the position of a correctly oriented but misplaced molecule with known or at least partially known stereochemistry. The program is written in Fortran IV and based on the combination of three methods: 1. Residual analysis. 2. Analysis of the packing. 3. Calculation of a figure of merit derived from the fulfilment of strong phase relationships based on triplets. By this program a unique determination of the translational parameters of the molecule was possible in most cases even for complex problems.
Introduction
Direct methods sometimes yield a correctly oriented molecule or a fragment of the molecule misplaced with respect to a possible origin of the unit cell. Also, by Patterson methods, using the convolution molecule method (Hoppe, 1957a) , the rotation function of Rossmann & Blow (1962) or other methods, the orientation of the molecule or a part of the molecule with known stereochemistry may be determined. For the subsequent solution of the translation problem, methods developed by Karle (1972) , Tollin & Cochran (1964) , Tollin (1966) , Hoppe (1957b) and Kutschabsky & Ziemer (1973) have proved to be successful. But sometimes these methods yield several options for the values of the translational parameters and the determination of the correct position of the molecule requires additional calculations.
The power of the residual analysis method based on the determination of the positions of the minima of the conventional R value, R = [~'~hkl] [Fo(hkl) l -IFc(hkl)l I]/ ~hktlFo(hkl) I, in a three-dimensional R-value map for an appropriately chosen set of reflections (usually between 50 and 200 structure factors with low sin0/2) can be enhanced by including additional criteria. Normally, for this map a coarse grid with a distance of about 0.5 A between adjacent points is sufficient. For each of the n deepest minima the steric conditions are checked by calculation of the intermolecular potential energy. The potential function has the shape f(r)=ae-br/rd--c/r 6, where a, b, c, d are input parameters, r is the distance between the atoms. Positions of the molecule leading to strong steric hindrance are excluded from further calcula-tions. The remaining positions are checked by computation of a figure of merit based on the deviations of the calculated phases ¢p ofm reliable phase relationships q~ = ¢p_ h + ¢Pk + q~h-k (--180<q~<180 °) with high values of W=IE-hlIEdlEh-kl from the expected phases S, which are usually zero. For a good approximation to the correct position of the molecule a relatively small value for A, with A =[~,, W 2 X (q)--S)2/~_,mW2] 1/2, has to be expected. Some triplets are very sensitive to small shifts of the molecule owing to phases with high indices incorporated in the relationships. Therefore, the d values are calculated not only at the positions ofthe minima of the residual but also in the near surroundings. The application of this program to two structures showed a significantly lower value for d near the correct position of the molecule than at the other stereochemically possible positions corresponding to local minima in the R-value map.
Description of the program
All instructions are entered by cards in free format. The input requirements are similar to that in SHELX76 (Sheldrick, 1976 ) with the addition of the potential constants. The program requires a core memory of 28 K words with at least 32 bits. If overlay is not available 600 kbytes core memory are necessary. The calculations may be carried out in one run or divided into several jobs to check intermediate results and to allow changes in the specification of parameters by the user. A molecular fragment with up to 100 atoms can be handled by this program. The atoms may belong to seven different types. Isotropic thermal parameters are used. The number of symmetry matrices is limited to 48 including the identity and all lattice type operations. The number of reflections is not limited and subroutines select the required reflections, usually different sets for the residual analysis and for the set of phase relationships. A run of the program requires in most cases as much calculation time as three anisotropic full-matrix least-squares cycles of a structure of the same size. For portability the program has been made computer independent as far as possible.
Application
This program has been applied successfully to the solution of two gibberellin structures. In both cases the data set was poor and some attempts to solve the structure by direct methods failed. On the other hand, the stereochemistry of 0021-8898/84/060484-02501.50 © 1984 International Union of Crystallography Huber (1965) the orientations of the molecules could be determined. For a dioxane compound of gibberellin A 1 methyl ester (Kutschabsky & Adam, 1984) , which crystallizes in the space group P212~2~ with one molecule consisting of 32 nonhydrogen atoms in the asymmetric unit, the threedimensional R-value map calculated with 22 atoms and 214 reflections showed seven nearly equivalent minima. Three of them correspond to molecular positions with some too short intermolecular distances and were detected by potentialenergy calculations. For the remaining minima the figures of merit A are listed in Table l showing clearly that the position I is the correct solution. The refinement of the structure by the program SHELX76 (Sheldrick, 1976) led to the final R value of 0.103. A similar experience was obtained for the second gibberellin structure. J. Appl. Cryst. (1984). 17, 485-486 
Laboratory Notes

Cylindrical film cassette for highresolution protein crystallography
A cylindrically curved film cassette has been developed for recording screenless rotation data on X-ray-sensitive photographic film with an Arndt-Wonacott camera. Compared with previously designed cylindrical or V-shaped cassettes, the new cassette allows higher resolution to be obtained and may be used in automatic data collection in connection with a (commercially available) film carousel.
The cylindrical cassette allows data collection to a minimum dspacing din = 1"1 2, where 2 is the X-ray wavelength. This is of importance for structure analysis at high and very high Bragg resolution. In synchrotron radiation experiments, the use of the cylindrical cassette in combination with short X-ray wavelengths allows even extremely high resolution (drain < 1"0 A) to be reached for well diffracting protein crystals. Storage rings like DORIS or wiggler beam lines with short critical wavelengths provide sufficiently high intensity for such studies; applications are in progress at DORIS. On the other hand, for data collection to a given resolution, use of the cylindrical cassette allows re-R BSm Fig. 1 . Cylindrical cassette (CC) mounted on the film carousel (FC) of a modified Arndt-Wonacott camera. The back of the cassette has a radius of curvature of 85 mm. SA denotes the sample position; CO=collimator; BS=moving beam stop. The exploded view of the cylindrical cassette shows its main components. Up to three films (FI) may be loaded. FM denotes holes drilled in the back of the cassette for exposure of fiducial marks.
